
Analysis of the shipwreck Fishing 
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Specifications of the “Nadine”
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Type Stern trawler

Gross tonnage 493.20 tons

Net tonnage 245.42 tons

Length 37 m

Depth 5.06 m

Draft 4.02 m

Build 1975, steel,

Verreault Navigation Inc.

Les Méchins (Quebec)
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2 fish holds
 10 manholes by hold

Tunnel between the Lazaret and E/R

3 watertight transverse bulkheads

2 manually operated watertight doors

Freeing ports (-25%)

Controllable-pitch propeller

Ballasts

Specifications of the “Nadine”



Specifications of the “Nadine”
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Lazaret
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Side view Rear view 



Sequence of the Trip

Departure from Cap-aux-Meules 

on December 12 around 8:30 a.m.

9 crew members and a biologist of 

the DFO

Arrival at the fishing area around 

6 p.m.
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Sequence of the Trip
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They fished part of the night

December 13 in St. George’s Bay

December 14 in Stephenville’s wharf

December 15 return at the fishing zone



Sequence of the Trip
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December 15 the C/E emptied the rear 

compartment

No waterway reported afterward

December 16 last trawl pulled up around 3:30 

p.m. (150 T)

6.5 T of rockfish left on the deck



Sequence of the Trip
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Gale warning still in effect. Winds from the east at 30 kn, gusting to 40,

increasing to north-easterly gusts from 40 to 50 kn this afternoon.

South-westerly gusts diminishing to 20 kn late this evening.

Temperature zero to three degrees.



Sequence of the Trip
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Several course changes in stronger 

winds

Around 9:30 p.m., the Master goes 

down to his cabin

Around 9:40 p.m., call from the 

“Adèle”

“A heavy sea was washing the after deck”

Around 10:30 p.m., call to the 

Master

“Things aren’t going well, we are sinking 

and we don’t have a helm anymore.”



Last Moments

At 10:35 p.m., the Master send out a distress call

The vessel is then almost on its side

The vessel is plunged into darkness

Conditions of the abandonment 
• Winds 40 to 50 kt
• Waves 6 - 7 m
• Air temperature 2 °C
• Water temperature -1 °C

Between 10:40 p.m. And 10:45 p.m., calls without answers to the CCG

At 10:47 p.m., the “Nadine” sink by the stern
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Life-saving Equipment

The 2 survivors had problems closing their immersion suits

3 of the 6 victims found had an immersion suit

None of the 3 victims closed it or put it on completely

No safety training provided by the company

Crew not trained on onboard safety or on life-saving equipment
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Life-saving Equipment

The importance of the life-saving and firefighting equipment

Inspection undertaken in the spring of 1990

• Cover of the fish holds

• Watertight doors of the tunnel

• Life-saving and Firefighting Equipment

• Immersion suits

 Everything seemed to be normal…
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Life-saving Equipment

There were 9 immersion suits on board the “Nadine” during the inspection

Immersion suits of universal size

Storage of the immersion suits

Longboat serving as life boat

2 life rafts — capacity of 12 people — without hydrostatic release
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Drills and MED

Drills done in the spring of 1990 during the annual inspection

• Demonstration done by TC on the mode of operation of the immersion 

suits

A drill was usually done during the fishing season

Monthly drill if > 150 T

MED: only 5 of the 10 crew members on board had it
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Inspections After the Shipwreck

The “Nadine” was refloated in November 1991

Underwater and dockside inspections carried 

out by the TSB and the SQ

Several facts noticed could explain the 

shipwreck
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Propeller Pitch
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Inversion of the pitch

Findings during the 

inspection

Shifted by mistake?

Known issue

Causes

Procedures



Manholes
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14 manholes were closed and secured (watertight?)

Annually inspected by the company

6 manholes were opened (5 covers, locks in open position)

Nobody can guarantee that they were secured

No traces of damage on the covers and edges 

Notice of the TSB vs. coroner 



Scuttle of the lazaret
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 Closed, but not secured

 One hinge was broken (since when?)

 Was it secured?

 Instructions of the Master

 Statement of the boatswain

 Impact on the stability of the flooded 

lazaret

 Electric motor not watertight



Alarm Panel
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No water level alarm

• Fish holes 
• Lazaret
• Steering gear compartment

Water level alarm

• Engine room
• Tunnel

Reviewed in the spring of 1990

Operational at the time of the shipwreck?



Other Findings
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Door of the portside alleyway open

Watertight door of the E/R closed, not secured

Door of the forward tunnel closed, not secured

Door of the aft tunnel, slightly open

Maintenance?

Vents of the ballast without non-return valves or 
covers

Vents of the E/R open

Hull damage 



Sequence of Events

Waterway in Stephenville?

Swamping of the lazaret by the scuttle

Increase of the sinking by the stern

More and more waves on the deck

Twice the open covers on the portside bilges → List on portside

Short circuit in the electric motor of the steering gear compartment
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Sequence of Events

Doors of the tunnel not secured→ swamping of the tunnel and the E/R

Door E/R not secured → swamping E/R

Cabin door open → swamping of the accommodations (List >25 °)

Vents E/R → swamping E/R (List >45 °)

The swamping of the E/R caused the sinking of the “Nadine”
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Causes of the Shipwreck
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The TSB has determinated the "NADINE" sank because the openings on the

afterdeck and in the transverse bulkheads were not secured. Water was thus able to

enter the vessel and eventually flood the lazaret, the fish holds and the engine-room.

This ingress gradually reduced the vessel's stability until all reserve buoyancy was

lost and the vessel sank.

Poor weather, darkness, lack of training and the suddenness of the sinking hindered

the abandonment and contributed to the loss of life.



Conclusion

Variety of factors involving several stakeholders 

The inspection process, the maintenance of the vessel, the training of the crew, the 

procedures, the drills and the familiarization

Consider the points discussed

Think about these points and their importance
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Questions
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If you don't take

change by the hand,

it will take you

by the throat.

Winston Churchill
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